MILESTONES
PSFI Newsletter 2021 Part 2

For over 39 years, Pilipinas Shell Foundation Inc. (PSFI) has
been a constant partner in the country’s nation building.
Established in 1982, PSFI was created to address the needs of
Filipinos, providing opportunities for growth and employment.
Since then, the Foundation has grown. Programs are now able
to address a wider variety of needs across the country, responding to the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations.
Now approaching 40 years of serving Filipinos, PSFI continues to
introduce programs that are both effective and sustainable, and
has been recognized for their efforts. As a matter of fact, one
PSFI project—Project SINAG—was recognized as an Outstanding CSR Project for Environment at the CSR Guild Awards earlier
in 2021.
While some of the work had already been shared in the first installment of the newsletter, there are still more stories to tell.
PSFI is excited to share with all of you
MILESTONES: PSFI Newsletter Part 2.
See the country in a brighter light through the lens of PSFI’s programs. With more projects, more communities, and more stories
of hope and progress that helped move the #FilipinoForward.
Sama-samang pagtulong, sabay-sabay na pagsulong.
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Introducing the EcoBrick Hub Project
to the Oro BEST Expo 2.0 Virtual Event

P

SFI has long been working on fit-for-purpose
projects and sustainable development efforts
for Shell’s fence line communities. After all, at
the heart of the organization is the resolve to help
empower the country’s most vulnerable sectors.
In an effort to expand PSFI’s vision to the greater northern Mindanao area, the organization
partnered with various NGOs and groups to
help build more sustainable local communities
in the country. PSFI was invited to join the Business Support Organization Sector Webinar Series of the Oro BEST Expo 2.0. The Foundation
co-convened the 4-day virtual event which was
attended by local enterprise members and leaders alike from the Oro Chamber of Commerce,
DOST, TESDA, and DTI, to name a few.
Generally referred to as a regular exposition of
products from different SMEs in Region X, the
gathering aimed to continue to advance technologies, sustain excellence, and transform lives
amidst the health crisis.

Aligned with the needs of our communities, we launched
meaningful projects that support the general public and
deepen our relationship with our stakeholders.
Introducing the EcoBrick Hub Project To The Oro BEST Expo 2.0 Virtual Event
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And rightfully so, at a challenging time formed
by the pandemic, one of the best ways to move
forward is to bridge gaps as ingeniously and empathetically as possible. This opportunity is one
of the first steps in collaborating with valuable
partners, especially for fundamental programs
such as LiveWIRE and SKIL.

COMMUNITY
RELATIONS

Loading of EcoBricks for delivery

During the event, PSFI showcased the various capabilities of the EcoBrick Hub, a project in partnership with the Cagayan de Oro City LGU and
Macajalar Wharf Porters Association (MWPA).
This activity gave the opportunity for PSFI and
MWPA to encourage local contractors in Cagayan de Oro to consider EcoBricks as a construction material.

Made from upcycled plastic wastes,
the EcoBrick is a wonderful alternative
choice for construction— durable and
eco-friendly.
EcoBricks are incredibly lightweight, quick to absorb shock loads, and significantly reduce the
volume of plastic wastes that could pollute the
environment. Fundamentally designed to upcycle
plastics, this project also helps provide income
opportunities for job seekers.
Overall, the Oro BEST Expo 2.0 was an excellent platform to introduce the EcoBrick Hub to
those who work in construction. PSFI event representative Executive Director Sebastian Quiniones
the timely opportunity to educate and encourage
other like-minded social groups about what the
organization stands for, what it hopes to achieve
in the coming years, and what others can do to
contribute to the reduction of waste in Cagayan
de Oro.
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Giving Back to Frontliners
With ‘Para Sa Bayani’

A

s the COVID-19 pandemic continues to
sshape how communities move forward,
PSFI carries on with a program aimed to support frontliners, farmers, and communities alike
through sustainable efforts.
Started at the height of the pandemic in 2020,
‘Para sa Bayani’ is a project that bridges a line
between medical frontliners and the agricultural
sector. Through the program, PSFI is able to provide nutritious meals to Filipino frontliners with
fruits and vegetables purchased from local farmers and cooperatives.
Para Sa Bayani provided assistance to 7 provinces - Quezon, Palawan, Camarines Sur, Cagayan
de Oro, Leyte, Laguna, Cavite throughout the
country apart from Metro Manila.
PSFI’s commitment to building agricultural communities is manifested through its involvement
with farmers from Rizal, Palawan, and Camarines Sur, where the Foundation sources goods
for frontliners. A total of 38.66 tons of vegetables and 12.47 tons of rice were distributed,
generating total revenues of Php 2.42 Mn for the
farmers.

With the rapidly evolving COVID-19 situation, PSFI continues
with sustainable efforts that support frontliners, farmers, and
communities across the country.
Giving Back to Frontliners With ‘Para Sa Bayani’
PSFI and DZRH Provide Meals to Frontliners with ‘Operation Tulong’
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“Maraming salamat sa Pilipinas Shell Foundation kasi malaking tulong ang mga gulay na ibinigay niyo sa amin, lalong lalo na ngayong may
pandemic. Maaari pa naming mapalawak ang
mapaggagamitan ng budget namin sa dietary
department,” said Ma. Therese Galvan, Nurse V,
Quality Management Department, Bicol Medical
Center.

Malaking tulong itong mga
ibinigay niyong assistance dahil makakadagdag ito sa mga
ibinibigay namin sa mga naka
quarantine at house lockdown

The Philippine General Hospital, NICC Doctors Hospital (Naga City), the J.R. Borja General
Hospital (CDO) and Northern Mindanao Medical Center (CDO) are also some of the hospitals
who received fresh farm produce.

COVID-19
RESPONSE

Volunteers doing manual checks at Brgy. Puntod
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Additionally, PSFI also donated hygiene kits and
N95 masks to the rural health units of Camarines Sur – Bombon and Pasacao, oximeters and
digital thermometers to the Puerto Princesa Incident Management team, to further lessen the
burden of healthcare workers having to secure
their own medical gear.

PSFI and DZRH Provide Meals
to Frontliners with ‘Operation Tulong’

Donating various personal protective equipment
(PPE) and relief packs were also part of Para sa
Bayani efforts. These donations totaled 7,600
food packs, 1,200 face masks, 500 hygiene kits,
406 relief packs, and 200 sets of oximeters.

O

f the many parts of the country, Metro Manila is among the hardest hit with coronavirus cases. That established, the outcry of the capital’s medical frontliners for more streamlined
support has never been more evident.

Parts of these donations were added to the Local
Government Units’ assistance to the community
and frontliners who contracted the virus, especially for those who have had to quarantine in
their respective facilities.

To ease the growing burden of hospitals around
the metro, PSFI also partnered with the Manila
Broadcasting Company’s DZRH Operation Tulong to provide meals for hospital staff members across Manila’s various medical institutions.

A total of 7,600 meals were served to medical
frontliners in 20 hospitals.
Ultimately, the pandemic is far from over. As the
rest of the nation tries to consistently make ends
meet, PSFI stands firm in its dedication to building communities and bridging gaps where applicable and necessary through collaborating with
committed partners such as DZRH.
Watch the news coverage about Operation
Tulong here.

“Malaking tulong itong mga ibinigay niyong
assistance dahil makakadagdag ito sa mga
ibinibigay namin sa mga naka quarantine at
house lockdown lalo na’t dumarami ang mga
COVID-19 cases namin dito sa Pasacao,” shares
Rural Health Unit representative of Pasacao, Camarines Sur Mariel Joyce Sergio.
The ambitious project has affected numerous
people in the country, creating a chain of helping
hands that positively impact lives. Last year, Para
sa Bayani supported 16,650 medical frontliners,
8,277 indigent households, and 4,390 patients,
working with hundreds of farmers and a handful
of seamstresses.
All in all, Para sa Bayani was able to support a
total of 62,680 individuals.
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Supporting Brigada Eskwela 2021
to Aid Blended Learning

O

f the many sectors hardest hit by the pandemic, schools and universities are among
those that take center stage. Educators and students alike are treading on foreign ground, finding ways to stay financially abreast and adapt to
new learning strategies.
As a result, this year’s approach to Brigada Eskwela is heavily centered on the education sector’s version of the new normal. In line with Shell
Import Facility Tabangao (SHIFT) and PSFI’s
commitment to support the schools, the annual DepEd-led activity was done for the benefit of
students and teachers with the objective of improving scholastic efforts.
On September 21, 2021, five elementary public
schools and three public high schools from Tabangao, Ambulong, Libjo, San Isidro, and Malitam were among those that received educational
aid in the form of various items.
Each school received sets of liquid hand wash,
hand sanitizer, and disinfectant concentrate provided by Simply Care of the San Isidro Multipurpose Cooperative (SIMCO), a stakeholder of the
Shell LiveWIRE program. The teachers present at
the turnover were also quick to cite that although
there are fewer people present every day, their
strict implementation of health and sanitation

By creating and supporting opportunities for skills development and providing necessary resources for quality education, PSFI increases the competence and abilities of individuals to help them attain a brighter future.
Supporting Brigada Eskwela 2021 to Aid Blended Learning
Shell NXplorers 2021: A Testament to Tomorrow’s Most Promising Thinkers
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protocols in the school premises allows them to
maintain cleanliness for everyone’s protection.

The school and the rest of the
local community are very much
grateful for the generosity of Pilipinas Shell Foundation. We look
forward to a lifelong partnership
with you and more power!

Furthermore, Knowledge Channel Foundation,
Inc.’s Portable Media Libraries (PML) were donated to the same schools, enabling these institutions to share dynamic video lessons with
students, and encouraging them to stay more
engaged during classes. In turn, the PML also
allows teachers to become more creative when
planning lessons.
For her part, Tabangao Integrated School Principal Lanie Salazar has this to say about PSFI’s
involvement in all of these: “The school and the
rest of the local community are very much grateful for the generosity of Pilipinas Shell Foundation for helping us maintain health and safety
protocols. We look forward to a lifelong partnership with you and more power!”

EDUCATION

Leoncia Espina, School of Principal of Malitam ES and PSFI’s Olivia Sorio sign
document to signify the donation and support of Shell for Brigada Eskwela
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Among the numerous participants of the competition, Team AGRISERVE from the Philippine Science High School, Cagayan Valley Campus won
the top prize. Their offering introduced the idea
of generating a multipurpose website and data
server that can connect farmers with the Department of Agriculture and other agribusiness partners in the hopes of improving and promoting
their produce, finding customers, and expanding
their reach.

Shell NXplorers 2021: A Testament
to Tomorrow’s Most Promising Thinkers

I

t is said that today’s youth are tomorrow’s leaders. As the future of the world heavily depends
on how the next generations shape up, it is only
right for us to ensure that today’s young people
are equipped with the thinking tools and complex problem-solving skills needed to address
the pressing challenges of our times.
This is where the Shell NXplorers: The Bright
Ideas Challenge 2021 comes in. Designed as a
culminating activity to NXplorers—Shell’s global
STEM program, The Bright Ideas Challenge is a
competition that provides high school students
with a venue to develop and present innovative
solutions to challenges within the food, water,
and energy Nexus in their communities.
Since its roll out in the Philippines in 2019, Shell
NXplorers has consistently curated a culture of
wonder and exploration to support nation-building. By equipping the country’s bright young
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minds with STEM tools and methodologies, Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corporation (PSPC) hopes
to inspire budding talents to come up with products and services that add social value to communities.
As of this year, 39 schools, 1,380 students, and
203 teachers have been trained in the Shell NXplorers program.
The newly appointed Country Chair of the Shell
companies in the Philippines, Lorelei Quiambao
Osial, shares her excitement over how the competition has become even more promising.
“Having seen the quality of our entries this year,
it is clear that no pandemic can crush the creativity and ingenuity of our youth in coming up with
solutions designed to ensure food, water, and
energy security.”

Next in line is Team El Terratix from the Philippine Science High School, also from the Cagayan Valley Campus. As the 1st runner-up of the
2021 run of the competition, they developed a
portable, cost-efficient and environment-friendly
soil-testing machine and referred to it as the PagSOILbok project. Their solution assesses the soil
quality in certain areas, allowing them to evaluate how potential crops perform within given
land conditions.

ty monitoring, filtration, and crop irrigation as an
effective strategy for water consumption.
Lastly, Ateneo De Naga University’s Team Aces
bagged the 4th runner-up slot. By devising what
they called the AuREUS-Integrated ParaSolar
Generator, the Naga-Based group proposed
technology that functions as both a parasol and
a solar-powered electric generator.
Ultimately, the Bright Ideas Challenge 2021 is
a confirmation of how talented, insightful, and
progressive tomorrow’s leaders are.
Indeed, the children of today are tomorrow’s
leaders—and together, PSFI and educational
partners can be at the forefront of this journey,
molding minds and encouraging students to be
their very best.

Taking the spot of the 2nd runner-up is Team
Shellamat from the Philippine Science High
School - Main Campus. Focusing on the adverse
effects of global warming, Team Shellamat presented Project Simoy, a self-powered utility model that collects, extracts, and converts carbon dioxide from air. This device shows how improving
air quality can also benefit overall human health
while mitigating the climate crisis.
Landing the 3rd runner-up spot is Team Danum
of Bansud Regional Science High School. Addressing water-related issues, Team Danum developed a multifunctional system for water quali-

Having seen the quality of our entries this year, it is clear that
no pandemic can crush the creativity and ingenuity of our youth
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Solar-Powered Light Posts
for Safer Roads in Batangas City

I

n a country where roads are not always wellbuilt and well-lit, road accidents are a common
occurrence. As a result, the need for reliable and
sustainable streetlights has never been more apparent.
Led by PSFI and Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corporation (PSPC), the turnover ceremony involving
solar-powered streetlights, road signages, and
equipment in Barangay Ambulong, Batangas
City took place on November 24, 2021.
Under the Save, Invest, and Nurture Access to
Green Energy and Technology (SINAG), the
project’s primary objective is to provide light for
roads for a safer driving experience along the
barangay’s national highway. Earlier this year,
the Shell Import Facility Tabangao (SHIFT), also
spearheaded the installation of solar-powered
streetlight posts in Barangay San Isidro.
As part of the holistic interventions of the program, a total of 48 solar lamps were installed

Harnessing on the enabling power of energy, PSFI bridges individuals
and their families to better opportunities for progress through improved
livelihood, education, and health.
Solar-Powered Light Posts for Safer Roads in Batangas City
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within the 4 kilometer stretch of the Batangas-Lobo National Highway.

The installation of these solar lamps
aim to support the existing safety
measures of the local government in
providing safer and road-user-friendly streets.
Overall, a total of 31 community volunteers underwent technical training to be part of the maintenance team of the solar-powered streetlights.
Covering the Ambulong and Tabangao
communities of Batangas, the groundbreaking
ceremony which was held mid-year of 2021
also marks the start of the target installation of
additional solar-powered streetlights and various road signages and equipment along the
Tabangao National Highway. This was completed in October 2021 and was turned over to the
community to manage the maintenance of each
post and signage.

ENERGY

Installation of solar-powered streetlights by Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corp.
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Keeping the Shorelines Healthy through
Coastal Cleanup and Mangrove Planting

O

ver the years, water pollution has been seriously affecting both wildlife and people all
over the country. Solid waste in the ocean constantly threatens the country’s marine wildlife as
well as the health of humans, with even more
problems ensuing during the typhoon season
such as the dangerous rise of ocean water levels.

As an advocate for environmental
stewardship, PSFI understands the
importance of playing an active role
in keeping the ocean safe and clean.
PSFI initiates and participates in efforts such as
coastal cleanups and mangrove planting. These
activities are instrumental to better nurture and
strengthen the natural green buffer lines of our
coasts.
A notable example of this is the International
Coastal Cleanup Day. This event is observed
globally every year, on the third Saturday of September. The event aims to remove trash from the
waters and inspire global action for the ocean.
To show support for this important date, PSFI volunteers joined the multi-partner and stakeholder
event hosted by the Headquarters Coast Guard
District of Northern Mindanao.
PSFI builds a sustainable environment for future generations to come by
promoting and performing best conservation practices in our worksites
and neighboring communities.
Keeping the Shorelines Healthy through Coastal Cleanup and Mangrove Planting

The event took place on September 18 along the
coasts of Barangay Sinaloc, El Salvador, Misamis

ENVIRONMENT

Oriental. To double down on the action, a mangrove planting activity was added to the event’s
agenda alongside the coastal cleanup. Overall,
event volunteers successfully planted 650 mangrove seedlings and filled up 50 sacks with debris.
More mangrove planting activities took place
elsewhere this year, with one in Barangay Bonbon in Cagayan De Oro, and another in Barangay Taloto in Tagbilaran City.
Together with volunteers from various partners,
PSFI initiated their first mangrove planting activity
in Barangay Bonbon. Over 2,000 miyapi seedlings were successfully planted in the engagement, whereas local partners will plant another
6,000 mangroves in the days to follow. Then, to
celebrate the month of the ocean, PSFI and the
Tagbilaran City LGU worked together to plant
1,000 mangroves in the coastal area.
These mangroves help nearby communities
strengthen their protection against coastal risks.
Additionally, they enrich local eco-tourism, expand habitat for marine life, as well as provide
livelihood opportunities for locals.
Keeping the shorelines healthy is a responsibility
everyone needs to uphold. PSFI aims to continue these efforts in collaboration with the government, organizations, and various volunteers to
one day see clean and safe Philippine shores.

The Final Phase of Yolanda Relief, Recovery, and Rehabilitation Program
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Volunteer staff from Pilipinas Shell Foundation Inc.
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The Final Phase of Yolanda Relief,
Recovery, and Rehabilitation Program

T

yphoon Yolanda hit the shores of the country
in late 2013, but its catastrophic effects are
still felt by some today. The typhoon was experienced firsthand by Barangays 69 and 70, both
of which were fence line communities of the Tacloban Shell Terminal.
Together with various like-minded organizations,
the local government of Tacloban initiated relocation efforts to provide safer housing for the families from the shoreline areas as well as improve
their capacity for disaster resilience. To take part
in this initiative, PSFI supported the construction
of 146 houses for families from Barangay 70 in
North Kawayan Ville, the relocation site provided
by the local government.

Today, North Kawayan Ville is home
to more than 1,400 families who have
been relocated from high risk shoreline areas.

Further relocation is still ongoing, but PSFI is
committed to seeing this project through. To
make their move more sustainable, PSFI initiated
the Yolanda Relief, Recovery, and Rehabilitation
program. This program aims to empower the
residents and instill a stronger sense of community through various projects.
To address livelihood concerns, PSFI conducted
necessary interventions to promote entrepreneurship and employment. Through this, 50 residents
were chosen to receive technical vocational skills
training and will be linked to job opportunities in
the area. 150 residents were also selected to go
through Shell LiveWIRE’s entrepreneurial training, 100 of which have already accomplished as
of posting.
Another issue determined was the overwhelmed
educational facility. The Kapuso Village Integrated School currently accommodates over 2,000
students despite having a limited number of
teachers. In partnership with Teach for the Philippines, 3 additional teachers have been deployed
to the school.
To provide access to nutritious food and a vegetable garden for the school, the East West
Seed Foundation supported the installation of
a vegetable garden in Kapuso Village Integrated School. PSFI also launched the Gulayamanan project in partnership with East West Seed
Foundation which supported 50 people with a
12-week vegetable production training aiming to
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help families further their capacities to provide
food for their families or produce as an additional source of living.
Solid waste management was also seen to be
one of the pressing issues for the community. As
a response to this, an Eco-hub was established
through Habitat for Humanity. The Eco-hub
helps segregate and recycle the solid wastes of
the community, addressing the waste management problem while providing employment opportunities.
A disaster risk reduction and management training in partnership with the City Disaster Risk Reduction and Management team was carried out
to ensure that residents are prepared to act in
case of untimely emergencies.
Finally, a beach forest will be established along
Barangay 70 to reinforce protection against natural hazards from the shoreline. The beach forest adds a layer of protection for the community,

contributes to carbon sequestering, and discourages the establishment of new houses along the
high-risk area.
Over three phases, the Yolanda, Relief, Recovery, and Rehabilitation program has continued
to help enrich and empower the families from
Barangays 69 and 70. Now in a much safer haven, the future is brighter and clearer in North
Kawayan Ville.
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Taking Action to End HIV and AIDS
with the #UMatter Campaign Launch

H

IV affects millions of people all over the
globe, with the numbers constantly growing.
In the Philippines alone, an average of 33 people are infected daily according to the DOH epidemiology bureau. While there have been strong
efforts to combat HIV/AIDS, the COVID-19 pandemic poses a strong threat in undoing years of
progress.
The #UMatter campaign was launched to support the country’s commitment to ending HIV
and AIDS by 2030. The campaign aims to raise
awareness among the general public and local
policymakers about the country’s HIV response—
including existing interventions, needs, and challenges to achieving the goal.
#UMatter seeks to reinforce the call for proactive
solutions to address the matter by ensuring the
strong commitment of local government units to
deliver effective, efficient, and sustainable interventions.
The campaign’s launch event took place at
Quezon City Hall Grounds and was attended

PSFI protects communities from threatening illnesses and other
adversities through health and safety education and proper
health care programs.
Taking Action to End HIV and AIDS with the #UMatter Campaign Launch

by partners, local government representatives,
and international organization representatives,
diplomats, and advocates. Accompanying the
event, #UMatter launched a video which shows
the many faces of the campaign’s supporters informing the viewer of what is at stake and what
needs to be done to help move forward towards
lessening the HIV infection rate for a safer and
healthier future for all.
The ceremonial turnover of HIV prevention commodities to strengthen the fight against HIV also
took place during the event. The Global Fund,
through its PROTECTS grant to PSFI, donated
over 2.56 million USD worth of important re-

Respect for people is one
of our core values and
something that is fundamental to our company.
Powering progress also
means powering lives.

HEALTH AND
SAFETY

An Effort to Make the Streets Safer with PSFI’s Road Safety Campaign ‘BiyaHero’

Provisions for Health: PSFI Donates Vitamins to Batangas LGU
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Donation of vitamins to communities in Batangas
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sources to the Department of Health. The donation included antiretroviral drugs, pre-exposure
prophylaxis (PrEP), HIV and syphilis testing kits,
condoms, and lubricants.
Talking about why Shell has an active interest
in the matter, Lorelie Quiambao Osial, country
chair of Shell companies in the Philippines delivered impactful lines on her short message of
solidarity.
“A lot of you might be wondering why an energy
company such as Shell is very much invested in
the advocacy to end HIV and AIDS. Respect for
people is one of our core values and something
that is fundamental to our company. Powering
progress also means powering lives.” said Osial.
“Shell demonstrates how Energy players can be
thought leaders, even in unconventional fields”
she adds.
Thanks to cooperation from various sectors, both
local and international, the fight against HIV
continues and thrives. The 2030 goal stands as a
challenge, and together with their partners, PSFI
will work hard towards this to eventually eradicate the disease.What’s your role in ending

An Effort to Make the Streets Safer with
PSFI’s Road Safety Campaign ‘BiyaHero’

P
What’s your role in
ending HIV and AIDS?
Find out by watching
this official video of the
#UMatter campaign.
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SFI is dedicated to mobilizing progress—not
just at homes but on the roads as well. BiyaHero, a play on ‘Be-a-Hero’, is Pilipinas Shell’s
road safety campaign that aims to increase Filipino drivers’ knowledge and skills in defensive
driving and commuters’ and pedestrians’ awareness in proper road conduct and behavior.
BiyaHero has been taking to the streets of the
Philippines since its launch. In the latter half of
the year, BiyaHero graced the roads of Cagayan

De Oro, TALIM Batangas, and Tagbilaran.
With road safety being the main concern of BiyaHero, it is no surprise that PSFI partnered with the
Automobile Association of the Philippines (AAP),
a non-profit organization committed to the general welfare of motorists in the Philippines, to
manage BiyaHero’s implementation, conduct
trainings, develop modules, and implement information campaigns among other functions.
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In Cagayan De Oro, the local school board, the
LGUs of Barangay Puntod and Macabalan, and
several staff from the Road Traffic Administration
(RTA) and Land Transportation Office (LTO) were
given a road safety virtual orientation, with a total 90 attendees at the event.
PSFI has also held several group discussions
with various stakeholders to brainstorm and
present existing road safety materials and modules. These materials will be modified while a
Memorandum of Agreement will be developed
and signed to suit the current road situation of
Cagayan de Oro City and ensure successful implementation of the BiyaHero Program.
In TALIM Batangas, under BiyaHero for Community program, PSFI turned over various road
safety equipment and materials that will help
road safety mentors be more effective in traffic
management and community disaster response.
Furthermore, the BiyaHero program provided
road safety and disaster risk reduction and management (DRRM) tools and equipment to the said
barangays of Libjo, San Isidro and Ambulong to
better help them deal with road safety hazards
and emergencies. The equipment included disaster response items such as fire extinguishers,
chain saws, ropes, bolo knives, shovels, traffic
cones, stop-and-go traffic devices, reflectorized
vests, and more.

“We are very thankful for the support coming
from PSPC and PSFI. Rest assured that we will
support all the programs, especially for the good
of our road users.” said Engr. Mel Harvey A.
Gonzales, Asst. District Engineer, DPWH
In Tagbilaran, numerous reports for top violators and road incidents involved motorcyclists. To
address this issue, BiyaHero conducted a road
safety training session with 24 motorcyclists in attendance to jumpstart the campaign on site.
As the name suggests, the BiyaHero campaign
aims to motivate and educate drivers of all vehicles to be aware of hazards and risks, as well
as to be a hero of the road. Each journey they
take with knowledge on road safety is a journey
towards a future with no road accidents caused
by avoidable mistakes.

We are very thankful for the
support coming from PSPC
and PSFI. Rest assured that
we will support all the programs, especially for the
good of our road users

Provisions for Health: PSFI Donates
Vitamins to Batangas LGU

D

espite the ever-present threat of COVID-19,
good health and well-being has been of utmost importance, maybe more so in the past
year than ever. Proper diet and exercise can be
attributed to good health, but at the same time,
vitamins can also tremendously help in reinforcing one’s well-being.
TALIM communities are home to PSFI’s annual
medical mission implementations. This year, the
activity was done by providing an assortment of
vitamins and medical supplies to the barangays.
Prior to the donation, PSFI consulted with barangay health workers to help identify the needs of
their communities.
The donation was based on the monthly consumption and frequent requests by those in the
communities.
Each barangay equally received multivitamin
drops, syrups, tablets, as well as ascorbic acid

Malaking tulong ang inyong
ipinaabot sa amin, lalo sa
panahon ngayon na marami sa aming ka-barangay ay
umaasa sa mga vitamins.

and B-complex. The donation is worth over Php
300,000 and is projected to help various people
across multiple communities.
These vitamins are very much appreciated by the
residents of TALIM communities, and the Barangay LGUs showed utmost gratitude to PSFI for
this donation.
“Malaking tulong ang inyong ipinaabot sa amin,
lalo sa panahon ngayon na marami sa aming
ka-barangay ay umaasa sa mga vitamins. Malaki ang maitutulong nito sa aming Health Center.” says Hon. Manolo Macatangay, Barangay
Chairman of Ambulong.
PSFI hopes that through this donation, the Foundation has been able to help the TALIM communities in their fight to stay healthy and well as the
country powers through the pandemic.
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Additional Training for MWPA on
Solar PV Maintenance and Troubleshooting

L

aunched in May 2021, the EcoBrick Hub is a
facility that processes plastics. It produces EcoBricks and Ecopavers for use and distribution in
Cagayan De Oro. On top of helping in reducing
plastics around Macabalan, the facility provides
employment to porters of Macajalar Wharf Porters Association (MWPA).

PSFI helps enable Filipinos to become self-sufficient by working closely
with various sectors in helping them realize their goals and capacities.

production team. The event was attended by 10
beneficiaries, 9 porters and a staff member of
the Barangay LGU of Macabalan.

With sustainability at its core, the facility is powered by solar energy thanks to a solar photovoltaic (PV) system in its PowerHyde building.

Additionally, another training session on machine
preventative maintenance and troubleshooting
was initiated. This was meant to prepare workers
for problems involving various machineries such
as the shredder and the mixer. For this session,
15 participants were trained over the course of
3 days.

An orientation and training session focused on
the proper use and maintenance of the solar
PV system was organized for the EcoBrick Hub

These training activities ensure continuous operations in the facility, effectively increasing efficiency of EcoBrick production. Moreover, the

LIVELIHOOD

Additional Training for MWPA on Solar PV Maintenance and Troubleshooting
Providing Startup Support to Shell LiveWIRE 2021 Community Enterprise SIMCO

Driving Progress Through Inclusivity with Connected Women Partnership
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Trainee did a test run with the EcoBrick machine
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Providing Startup Support to SIMCO,
A Shell LiveWIRE 2021 Community Enterprise

I

n its second year, Shell LiveWIRE opened its
doors to more community enterprises and tech
startups that are ready to empower the country.
Based on the applications and business pitch, 3
tech startups and 6 community enterprises were
chosen to be part of the Acceleration Program,
wherein the enterprises got access to expert mentorship, business-related seminars, training sessions, as well as the chance to be part of the
Shell value chain.

porters’ active participation in the training serves
as an extra layer of precaution with regards to
the safety and wellbeing of those operating inside the facility.

San Isidro Multipurpose Cooperative or SIMCO
found their way to the competition and became
one of the community enterprises to experience
the Acceleration Program.

With an increased demand for sanitary products
such as liquid handwash and hand sanitizers,
PSFI partnered with SIMCO for their Simply Care
line. Through Shell LiveWIRE’s Acceleration Program, SIMCO was able to improve their production and manufacturing process for Simply Care.
To further support the enterprise, PSFI provided
startup support to SIMCO. PSFI acquired equipment and tools necessary for the production process of Simply Care. The management of SIMCO
identified and proposed the equipment that they
needed to accommodate larger orders. Equipment provided included a fabricated liquid mixer, a water filter system, 2 display racks, and a
stainless-steel table.

As production in the EcoBrick Hub continues,
more plastics are being recycled every day. As

of November 2021, the facility has
created over 2,370 bricks which can
be translated to 4,740 kilos of plastics
diverted away from drainage systems,
rivers, and oceans.
As the EcoBrick Hub continues to run smoothly, PSFI hopes that this continued progress leads
to less and less plastics polluting the waters of
Macabalan.
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Likewise, SIMCO captures the conscious and
sustainable aspects Shell LiveWIRE looks for.
SIMCO’s Simply Care line is very much necessary, especially in the context of their community’s needs.

Sa inyong patuloy na pag-alalay sa aming community-based
cooperative na SIMCO, kitang-kita naman ng lahat na
ito ay lumalago dahil sa mga
programa at activity para sa
aming ka-barangay.

“Umaasa kami na patuloy ninyong tutulungan
ang SIMCO sa mga sistema at processes ng operations, lalo sa production ng Simply Care, dahil dito rin ibebenta ang SIMCO at ang unang
makikinabang ay ang ating mga kabarangay
din.” Malibiran adds.
The turnover coincided with the grand opening
of SIMCO’s production center. Members of SIMCO, San Isidro Barangay LGU, and PSFI officers
attended the ribbon cutting activity and blessing
of the center.
Hon. Andres Malibiran, Barangay Chairman of
San Isidro expressed gratitude in PSFI’s efforts
to help their local cooperative. “Sa inyong patuloy na pag-alalay sa aming community-based
cooperative na SIMCO, kitang-kita naman ng
lahat na ito ay lumalago dahil sa mga programa
at activity para sa aming ka-barangay.” said
Malibiran.

Through partnerships like this one between PSFI
and SIMCO, communities can grow further, and
by extension, help the country’s economy thrive.

Driving Progress Through Inclusivity
with Connected Women Partnership

M

odern-day Filipino women play a decisive
role in society— from taking care of their
families, making important livelihood decisions,
to holding influential positions in government
agencies. It is said that the Philippines is a nation of strong, empowered women who can drive
progress and mobilize change.
While there are various PSFI programs focused
on women, there are organizations that cater
solely to uplifting them. One great example of
this is Connected Women.
Connected Women is a social impact tech startup that offers online skills development and work
opportunities for women. Their goal is to provide high-quality talent for businesses across the
globe while empowering Filipino women and
their families.
PSFI has recently partnered with Connected
Women to create more opportunities to empower Filipino women. Through Shell LiveWIRE, Connected Women will spearhead the Elevate AIDA
Training Program.
The Elevate AIDA Training Program is an accred-

ited program of TESDA. It focuses on training
women in artificial intelligence and data annotation (AIDA) which is a non-training regulation
program.
This program is an accelerated learning initiative that aims to equip women from grassroots
communities with data labeling skills to be able
to remotely work and generate income wherever
they may be.
Through this partnership, PSFI is able to extend
support to women in two different communities.
In Anibong, Tacloban, 20 beneficiaries from
Brgy. 69 and 70 are currently taking the training.
Additionally, Connected Women has finalized
screening of applicants and has narrowed down
to their final 20 for the pilot project. The project has also jumpstarted its roll-out in the areas
of Calapan, Pasacao and Tagbilaran which will
carry over its activities to 2022.
By partnering with Connected Women, PSFI can
extend better opportunities to women across the
country. May this partnership continue to uplift
and inspire Filipino women to achieve their best,
empowered selves.

Shell LiveWIRE recognizes ideas that strongly
showcase sustainability while helping Filipinos.
An example of this is this year’s tech startup
winner, Agro-Digital PH, who developed several cloud-based applications that connect institutional buyers to fisherfolk and farmers.
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Frontliners of Malnutrition: Recognizing
‘Roots to Shoots’ Local Partners

Recognizing that nutrition and food security plays a fundamental role not
just in a child’s development but also in the nation’s economic growth,
PSFI works to improve food and nutrition security in the Philippines.
Frontliners of Malnutrition: Recognizing ‘Roots to Shoots’ Local Partners
PSFI Partners with Sustainability Software ChekTec to ImproveFarming Efforts
Strengthening Agricultural Efforts Through the EL Nido Food Terminal Project
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A

s every life is precious, it is in the best interest of every parent to make sure that their
children grow up safe, loved, and—just as importantly—well-fed. Sadly, food is a privilege not
too many households are fortunate enough to
enjoy. As a result, many children grow up malnourished.

vision and show up where necessary. To properly honor the contribution of the Roots to Shoots
local partners—particularly the barangay nutrition scholars (BNS) and barangay health workers
(BHW)—a series of recognition ceremonies were
held at Bombon and Pasacao in Camarines Sur
on July 22 and 23, 2021.

Birthed out of the objective to fight malnutrition,
Roots to Shoots (RTS) exists to support the government’s efforts in providing the necessary knowledge and skills to caregivers with children 0 to
5 years of age to ensure that they will be able
to rear healthy children and help them reach
their full potential. Spearheaded and organized
by PSFI, World Vision Development Foundation
(WVDF), and Manila Water Foundation (MWF),
the health and nutrition program is inspired by
how plants absorb necessary nutrients at the
roots in order to grow and branch out.

In partnership with the local government units of
Bombon and Pasacao, the celebrated BNS and
BHW each received a certificate of recognition
and tokens in kind in the forms of grocery packs,
25 kilograms of rice, and mobile network prepaid loads. In addition, the assembly also made
sure to recognize the best barangay kagawads,
nutrition scholars and health workers to inspire,
even more, the program’s most dedicated workers. The ceremonies concluded with raffle draws
where several household items were given as
prizes.

As with every project, noble pursuits like these
only ever thrive when teams are committed to the

Aside from the physical nutrition month activities,
the RTS program also held its very first virtual

NUTRITION
AND FOOD
SECURITY

Barangay nutrition scholars in Brgy. Siembre, Bombon
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PSFI Partners with Sustainability Software
ChekTec to ImproveFarming Efforts

A

s the demand for agriculture continues to
rise, it has become imperative for businesses
and visionaries to aid farmers with modern solutions. Although the practice of cultivating plants
and livestock is predominantly a physical activity,
it bears mentioning that newer, more inventive
digital practices help streamline the efficiency of
crop production.
That factored in, PSFI is proud to partner with
Chektec, a sustainability software service com-

pany which utilizes an app that helps track goods
and crops and interprets data for traceability and
sustainability pursuits.
Featuring new technology and designed for the
hardworking farmer, Chektec’s app SmartForms,
grants both farmers and PSFI-supported farms
the opportunity to save resources and make
more efficient necessary legwork. Recent activities indicated a decrease in monitoring expenses
by as much as 75%.

celebration to culminate the nutrition month celebration last July 30, 2021. The virtual celebration was filled with interactive games, relevant information, and highlighted several RTS program
activities that were implemented in Camarines
Sur and its impact on PSFI’s partner communities.
Coinciding with the nutrition month’s theme,
“Malnutrisyon patuloy na labanan, first 1000
days tutukan,” the celebration was met with zesty
smiles and open hearts, motivated more than
ever to keep serving the communities. The bat-

tle to combat malnutrition is far from
over, but PSFI, together with its partner organizations, is resolute in fighting the good fight and brightening the future of as many children as possible.
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Strengthening Agricultural Efforts Through
the El Nido Food Terminal Project
Since the integration of Chektec’s services, participating farmers have been able to maximize
current and future monitoring and data analysis, as well as visualize what farms look like in
real-time. Additionally, PSFI is now also able to
easily conduct ad hoc surveys for research development and evaluate how to scale numbers for
future projects.

T

Apart from farm-related Artificial Intelligence
output, Chektec’s services feature inclusive farmer-centric initiatives, too. This is due to the fact
that it collaborates with organizations and social
enterprises to accommodate farmers with project funding opportunities. Interestingly, Chektec
is also one of the few companies selected for
Microsoft’s and Accenture’s Project Amplify Program, a program that works with social enterprise networks in sustainability.

Precisely because of the troubling numbers in this
regard, one of PSFI’s core objectives is to empower communities by ensuring that as many
people in rural areas as possible have access to
sufficient and nutritious food.

Currently, there are 77 farmers who
are active Chektec users from Camarines Sur and Rizal, with a total land
area of 125.8 hectares and more than
518 heads of livestock and poultry.

he lack of food and nutrition for our fellow
countrymen is a concept that is not new to
us. A United Nations report claims that nearly 60
million Filipinos experienced food insecurity long
before the virus outbreak took place. That said,
the fight for well-fed children and families is an
ongoing battle that is yet to see the end.

After all, resiliency is anchored in preparation
and grit. Given that, each member of the community must understand that we all play a part,
not only in fighting hunger but in nation-building
as a whole.
As such, PSFI’s partnership with the Ayala Foundation Inc., Asosasyon ng mga Magsasaka at
Mangingisda sa Munisipyo ng El Nido Inc. (AMMMENI), and the Municipal Government of El
Nido bore the El Nido Food Terminal Project.

It is expected that over 200 farmers will be utilizing the app by 2022.

The Terminal is a trading center that links farm
producers in El Nido to make prime goods and
commodities accessible and affordable for communities and other nearby markets. By buying
the produce from more than 100 AMMMENI farmer-members and other farmers from El
Nido, it hopes to sustain their farm operations
and improve incomes.

All in all, PSFI’s acquisition of Chektec’s services has only fast-tracked several farm-related
practices both for the farmers involved and PSFI,
seamlessly ensuring PSFI’s goals of proper food
nutrition and security.

For the Terminal, PSFI provided AMMMENI with a
P300,000 fund assistance to serve as capital for
the farmers. A total of 900 farmers, 105 vegetable farmers and 400 fishermen will benefit from
the project.

Apart from creating a baseline for the farmer-users of PSFI, information on their current farm
operation status and challenges afford PSFI the
opportunity to provide prompt recommendations
and solutions.

We are very proud to be part of a
new, pioneering program that joins
the components of safe production,
affordability, and access to nutritious
food and sustainable livelihood.

“We are very proud to be part of a new, pioneering program that joins the components of safe
production, affordability, and access to nutritious
food and sustainable livelihood. Tandaan natin
na hindi lamang nito tinutulungan ang ating
mga komunidad dito sa Palawan, kung hindi tumutulong din upang maitaguyod ang yaman ng
Pilipinas sa pagkain at kapasidad ng mga Pilipino.” said Castro.
The farmers will directly sell their produce in the
terminal, and it is expected that it will be more
affordable for the El Nido residents.
PSFI Program Manager Ynna Lauron Doblado
challenged everyone to continue to work together despite the challenges of COVID. “Let us
aim to survive this pandemic, together with our
small businesses and enterprises. Do not let this
challenge stop us from progressing and moving
forward. Continue to plant vegetables as it will
ensure that we will have food on the table and
allow us to generate funds to cover for our other
needs.”
Through sustainable, intentional, and meaningful agricultural efforts, PSFI is confident that
El Nido’s growing farming landscape will only
contribute to more growth for its communities
moving forward.

In her brief opening remarks at the El Nido Food
Terminal Project launch on September 5, 2021,
PSFI Program Manager Ms. Pamela Castro
shares how this joyous undertaking is a labor of
vision and love.
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Helping Filipinos Get Back Up
From Typhoon Maring

T

he Philippines is no stranger to catastrophic
storms and traumatizing typhoons. Still, there
is a lot to learn when it comes to remaining vigilant and staying prepared when the weather becomes aggressive. And while many households
do their best to be climate-cautious, hundreds of
homes and regions are still more easily prone
to weather-related accidents and attacks due to
their locations.
That said, braving natural disasters can be
life-altering.
In the second week of October 2021, Typhoon
Maring wreaked havoc throughout the country.
Despite its nationwide presence, it was the north
of Luzon that suffered the most. Not only were
lives affected, but news outlets were also quick to
peg the agricultural damages to P1 billion.
In San Fernando, La Union alone, over 30,000
families were negatively impacted by the severe
tropical storm. Meanwhile in Benguet, major
suppliers of vegetables were hit, leaving farmers in the region devastated with the loss of their
crops.
Following the incident, PSFI quickly took action to
provide relief donations to affected parties.
Coordinating with the La Union LGU, PSFI sent
50 sacks of rice and 50 boxes of canned goods
to supplement their efforts in aiding locals. Then,

PSFI provides relief goods, items, and services to communities impacted by disasters to help them recover and get back on their feet.
Helping Filipinos Get Back Up from Typhoon Maring
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to aid farmers in Benguet, PSFI coordinated with
the Benita and Catalino Yap Foundation (BCYF)
and the Cordillera Career Development College
(CCDC) to identify the needs of communities.
Through this, PSFI was able to provide 35 sacks
of rice and 800 packs of assorted vegetable
seeds. This was distributed to 395 families across
Benguet.
Through the donation of food packs at the La
Union Multi-purpose Project Complex, PSFI
through our Shell Poro Terminal team was able to
extend aid, ample enough to help thousands of
families. For his part, La Union LGU Admin Officer III Rio Garcia was swift to thank the organization for their help. “Malaking tulong ang naging
donation para sa La Union dahil sa kasalukuyan,
based on the October 22 data, mayroon pa ring
4,000 families na hindi pa rin nakakatanggap
ng tulong sa kanilang mga lokal na munisipyo.”

With farmers and fisherfolk at the
forefront of the said calamity, it is
only right that both private and public
agencies be compassionate by lending a helping hand however possible.
At all times, PSFI upholds the Shell core values of
honesty, integrity, and respect for people—and
this translates to strengthening vulnerable sectors
and assisting in the distribution of aid when and
where necessary.

DISASTER
RESPONSE

Typhoon Maring relief operation in La Union
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MOVING THE #FILIPINOFORWARD
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